Introduction
During the 1980s the so-called 'Tory press' played an influential role in shaping electoral discourse but this changed in the mid-1990s when many of the same newspapers abandoned their once vehement support for the Conservatives. The 'Tony press' that subsequently emerged and established itself in the 1997 and 2001 general elections was characterised by conditional endorsements which tended to focus more on Blair rather than his party (Wring, 2002) . Events during Labour's often tempestuous second term further strained and, in some cases, ended certain national newspapers' allegiance to the government. Yet there has been no widespread swing back to the Conservatives and a reformation of the Tory press; rather print media reporting of the 2005 campaign was arguably less easy to generalise upon than at any time since the 1974 general elections. The longer-term trend for partisan dealignment appears to be continuing, although there have been significant fluctuations in the strength (or rather weakness) of different newspaper's editorial endorsements. This trend has been encouraged by declining levels of voter engagement if judged by the recent and marked falls in electoral turnout.
If sections of the public have abstained from voting, significant numbers have also stopped reading a daily newspaper. This underlying market uncertainty has heightened different competitors' sensitivity to their audience share and it is against this background that this chapter will explore the role of the national print media in the 2005 election. The opening discussion considers the partisanship of the national dailies and their Sunday sister titles. This serves as useful context for the following section which analyses the similarities and differences between the reporting of the election by the print and broadcast new media. Furthermore attention is devoted to how the agendas of the so-called 'quality', 'mid-market' and 'popular' newspapers varied in relation to the campaign. Here discussion will focus on how the latter titles, in particular, appeared to increasingly avoid or even take a break from certain aspects of the election. The chapter ends by considering the role of a more specialist section of the print media, the women's weekly magazine market, that politicians felt might play a more prominent role in the campaign than they had ever before. The bestselling Take A Break, for instance, duly acknowledged the election was a news story worthy of comment and coverage. The nature of this magazine's reporting will be considered together with the contributions of others belonging to this growingand possibly influential sector of the print media.
'Disdain for the Other': partisan (de)alignment in the press
The final editorial declarations of national newspapers revealing who they support in an election do not necessarily reflect the tenor and range of their wider coverage.
They do, however, offer a considered, authoritative representation of their partisan allegiances and are therefore crucial indicators of their political outlook. The mechanism by which different papers come to pronounce on major political issues varies: some give most weight to the views of the editor, proprietor, a small group of senior staff and/or a wider panel of journalists (Firmstone, 2004) . Such decisions may be accompanied by internal and external consultations, some of which may be more cosmetic than influential. Express titles had switched to the Conservatives which is not surprising given they had firmly shifted back to the right having devoted extensive coverage to what they perceived to be a growing asylum seeking crisis. In contrast The Star and Star on Sunday decided not to declare for any party this time.
There is a problem with defining a given newspaper as Conservative, Labour or whatever because it can potentially obscure more than it reveals given viewing party affiliations in categorical terms conveys nothing of their underlying strength. Just as commentators have identified the need to think of votes cast 'as though they are somewhere along a continuum from having definitely decided not to vote for a party to having decided not to vote for a party at all' (Norris et al, 2001: 160) , so press allegiances can range from staunch advocacy to the most hesitant of endorsements or, still comparatively rare, none at all. Thus a qualitative evaluation of newspaper declarations offers a more nuanced insight into the nature and strength of each title's support (Deacon and Wring, 2002 
More Fog Horns than Dog Whistles: the divergent news media coverage
Partisan allegiances or possibly the lack of them helped to frame press reporting of the campaign but the favouring of one or other party appears to be increasingly less important as newspapers seek to make political interventions in other ways, most notably by trying to influence the wider media and public agenda. This can be seen in the way different titles have emphasised particular issues at the expense of others.
Once again the dominant topic in both print and broadcast media was 'election process', a hybrid covering the reporting of public opinion polls, party strategies, publicity initiatives and related themes. The subject attracted even more attention than it had during a 2001 election whose agenda had been informed by extensive media and opposition led criticism of Labour 'spin'. Rather in this campaign the prominence devoted to the topic reflected a particular journalistic concern with the apparent rise of voter disaffection and how it might be analysed and better understood. programmes (Deacon and Wring, 2005) . Disillusioned women played a particularly prominent role in these encounters and the identification of them as a distinct audience led politicians and their strategists to consider how they might better communicate with them. Popular female interest magazines were seen as a particularly useful conduit for political messages which duly appeared in various formats, including a major Cosmopolitan interview with Michael Howard in which he advocated reducing the period in which abortions could be legally performed (Childs, 2005) . The prominent monthly also ran its own 'high heel vote' awareness raising initiative and encouraged readers to take a greater interest in the campaign. It was however the weekly titles, boasting a combined circulation of 8.5 million, which offered the more news driven format likely to be sensitive to the unfolding election. Barton noted Blair's recent heart problems and speculated as to whether he was quite Democrats' co-operation.
Conclusion
Although the best selling magazine Take A Break proclaimed 2005 would be the 'first UK women's election' this was not borne out if measured by the scant coverage of the campaign in the burgeoning number of weekly magazines designed for a predominantly female audience. These titles' seeming indifference to electoral politics suggests the parties, politicians or the leaders' families were not viewed as subjects likely to increase or at least maintain sales in this highly competitive market.
The realisation that reporting the election might not be a profitable story appeared to inform the approach taken by publications belonging to other, more traditional sectors of the news media. The Star, in particular, downgraded its already scant political coverage and had (like the majority of its non-voting readership) something of 'take a break' election by offering a daily version of the kind of human interest centred product that dominates the aforementioned magazine market. Significantly the newspaper has been the only national to significantly gain in readership terms, having added over 25% to its circulation since the previous campaign of 2001.
The recent success of the Star is all the more remarkable because the wider newspaper industry appears to be in decline if judged by falling sales and revenues.
Consequently the paper's avowedly populist, celebrity driven format may signal that it is unlikely that the weekly magazine sector (especially that part of it serving a predominantly female readership) will embrace electoral politics as a topic of serious placed similar emphasis on Iraq as a story, and the populars who gave markedly less space to the same controversy. The latter newspapers' comparative neglect of this topic was arguably more useful to Labour than anything they actually published in support of the government.
